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Abstract-In this paper a mathematical model of general systems with not only one, but also more than 
one relation between the objects of the systems, was introduced. Among others, the concepts of partial 
systems, similarity of systems, embeddability of systems and free sum of systems were introduced. The 
following theorem was proved: there is no system whose object set consists of all systems. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
“System” is a fashionable concept in modern science and technology, but systems theory is still a 
very young theory. The idea of systems appears not only in the literature of modern science and 
technology, it has a history as long as European philosophy [l]. For example, we can find some 
basic ideas of systems theory in Aristotle’s works; that is to say, man had begun to use the idea of 
systems to describe and to study problems by Aristotle’s time, or before. In the 1920s L. von 
Bertalanffy introduced the concept of systems formally; and since the beginning of the 1960s 
M. D. Mesarovic and some others have begun to establish a mathematical foundation for general 
systems theory. According to Mesarovic’s theory, a (general) system is a relation on non-empty 
(abstract) sets: 
where II denotes the Cartesian product and I is the index set (see Refs [2-41). Indeed, the above 
definition is of quite general meaning: for example, if a system is described by a set of equations, 
then the system can be redescribed in the above form. However, in the study of social problems, 
economic problems, geographical problems etc., we face much more complicated situations than 
that described above (see the discussion in Example 2.4). In this paper the concept of systems has 
been generalized to systems with not only one, but also more than one relation between the objects 
of the systems. As applications of our generalized systems theory, the following problems were 
discussed in Refs [S-9]: 
A. Problems in epistemology. The following are problems in epistemology: (a) Whether 
or not there exists absolute truth? (b) Whether or not there exist basic particles in 
the real world, where the basic particle means the particle which cannot be divided 
into smaller particles? 
Under the assumptions that the ZFC axiom system is consistent and that the existence of any 
real matter is known by the existences of all particles of some level of the matter, and of some 
relations between the particles, it was shown in Refs [S-7] that the answer to question (a) in 
problem A is “no” (see Theorem 2.5 below) and the answer to question (b) in problem A is “yes”. 
B. The dejnition of the science of science. In Refs [6,8], it was shown that any theory 
can be described as a system, an interesting discussion about scientific theories 
and systems can be found in Ref. [lo]; the following result was obtained: the 
purpose of the science of science cannot be reached, and a modified definition of 
the science of science was given. 
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C. Problem in the morphology of polymers. A long-term unsettled problem in the 
morphology of polymers is what the molecules look like in a given melting 
polymer. In Ref. [9], a systems theory model of the problem and the crystallization 
process of polymers is given. 
D. A model for problems in genetics. In Ref. [8], a model in the language of our 
generalized systems theory is posed in order to approach some genetic problems 
of organisms. 
2. A MATHEMATICAL MODEL OF GENERAL SYSTEMS 
Assume the primitive notions of set theory: (i) set and (ii) the relation “to be an element of”; for 
details see Ref. [l 11. 
Definition 2.1 
A is a system if and only if A is an ordered pair (M,F), where M is the set of all objects in the 
system A, and F is the set of some relations among the elements (or objects) in M. M and F are 
termed as the object set and relation set of A, respectively. 
Given system A = (M, F), if F = {a} or F = 0, either of which means that there are no non- 
empty relations between the objects in M, then we call the system A a discrete system. Let f E F 
be a relation on M, then there exists an ordinality n such that f c M”; i.e. f is a relation with n 
variables. 
The definition of general systems, given by Mesarovic, is a special case of Definition 2.1. In fact, 
suppose M = u(K: iel}, where v and I are defined by Mesarovic, is again a system by Definition 
2.1. By the argument given in Ref. [3, p.2541 it follows that linguistic statements, mathematical 
constructions, computer programs etc., are examples of different types of systems. 
The referee of this paper asked the following questions: 
Question 2.1. When can a system with two relations be replaced by a system with 
one relation? 
Question 2.2. What is the meaning of a system with two contradictory relations, e.g. 
{x > y, x < y}, as the relation set? 
Before we discuss the referee’s questions, we first give examples to show that Definition 2.1 is a 
real generalization and not an equivalent description of that given by Mesarovic. 
Example 2.1 
Suppose that M is a non-empty set, f is a non-empty relation with three variables in M and q 
is a non-empty relation on M with four variables. Then the system (M, { f,g}) is not a (Mesarovic’s) 
system, because we cannot write the set { f,g} in a uniform relation symbol as in relation (1) without 
changing the object set M. 
We know that any real system consisting of people is very complicated. Suppose that M is a set 
of people, a binary relation f on M is defined as follows: (x, y) E f iff x is a son of y or x is a daughter 
of y; a trinary relation g on M is defined by declaring (x, y, z) l g iff x is taller than y and y is taller 
than z. Then a system (M, { f,g}) is obtained. This is a quite simple example of real systems which 
cannot be described by relation (l), if we consider M the set of all objects of the given system. By 
this example it follows that there exist many complicated systems in social problems, economic 
problems, even in mathematics, which cannot be described as systems atisfying relation (1) if we 
do not alter the object set (see the discussion in Section 6). 
On the other hand, if a system A is given by a set of equations, for instance, the system A is 
described by the following equations: 
fl(XI,X*,...,X”) = 0 
f2(XI,X2,...rXn,X.+1) = 0 
f~(X1,X2,...,Xn,X,,1) = 0, 
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where k and n are positive integers, then system A can be redescribed as follows: 
f-3 XI7XZ,...,%) +f:(%b-.rX,+l) + ... +f~(XIrX2r...,X”+1) = 0. 
In other words, A = n{Aj: 1 <i < k}, where Aj = {(x,, x2,. . . ,x,+ ,): I;(xlrx2,. . . ,xn+ 1) = 0}, for 
anyj satisfying 1 <j d k, and A, = {(xlrxZ ,..., x,+~):~~(x~ ,..., x,) = 0). Q.E.D. 
By Example 2.1, it can be seen that for a given system (M, F), if F = {/,g} and there exists an 
ordinality n > 0 such that f and g are non-empty subsets of M”, then the expression (M, F) of the 
given system can be replaced by an expression (M, {fug}) with one relation satisfying relation (1). 
However, at the same time we shall notice that (M, F) and (M, {fug}) have some different 
properties; for example, for an element x in M”, x may be in f-g, in g-f, in gnf or in 
M” - (fug); and when we study the system (M, {jug)), then an element x in M” may be either 
in fug or in M” - (fug), and no other cases, because now fug is a whole relation, we cannot 
divide the relation into two relations f and g, otherwise we return to the system (M, F). 
From Question 2.2 it also follows that Definition 2.1 is a generalization of the concept of systems 
given by Mesarovic, because we should not have this kind of problem if we only studied systems 
defined as in relation (1). 
By Godel’s theorems [12], it follows that it is impossible to prove whether the ZFC axiom 
system is consistent or not in the ZFC axiom system. This means that there exist systems, e.g. the 
set theory established on ZFC, we do not know if there exist propositions with contradictory 
meanings or not. Thus, this means that perhaps not every system is consistent or that not every 
system has no contradictory relations. For example, if we study a person’s brain as a system, then 
this system is producing a lot of contradictory thoughts. If because our brains can produce 
contradictory thoughts, a person’s brain is not considered as a system, then we diverge from our 
basic purpose of establishing systems theory-study the structure of complicated “systems”. 
Theorem 2.1 
There does not exist a system whose object set consists of all systems. 
Proof: by contradiction. Suppose that there exists a system A = (M, F) whose object set consists 
of all systems. Then M = M, u M2, where M, is the collection of all systems which is an object 
of itself; equivalently, a system X = (M,, F,)E M, iff XE M,; M, is the collection of all systems 
which is not an object of itselc equivalently, system X = (M,, F,)E M, iff X E M,. 
Then A EM, # 0, the system (@,a)~ M, # 0, and M, n M, = 0. 
Suppose that FMMI = {relation f on M,: f is the restriction of some relation in F}, where the 
restriction on M, of a relation / defined on M is a subset of the relation f consisting of all elements 
off, all of whose coordinates are in M,. 
Then Z = (M2, F,,) is a system, so Z is an object of the system A. This means that either (i) 
ZE M, or (ii) ZE M,. If (ii) is true, it contradicts the definition of M,; if (i) is true, then from the 
definition of M, it follows that ZE Mz, this means that (ii) is true, a contradiction. This contradiction 
implies that the hypothesis of the existence of the system A is not right. Q.E.D. 
For any relation f~ F, where A = (M, F) is a system, we say that f is an A-truth, in Example 2.2 
it can be seen that f~ F means that / is true in the system A, and that there exists another system 
B = (MB, FP) such that f is false in B, i.e. (-_I) is contained in F,. With this explanation, it follows 
from Theorem 2.1 that there is no universal truth (absolute truth). In fact, this consequence is a 
well-known result in set theory. The following is an example to explain the above corollary. 
Example 2.2 
Suppose that L is a formal language, say English, a formal statement F in L is defined as a 
sentence which is formed according to grammar rules, but the truth of which is not revealed by 
the statement itself. Assume that the formal statement has some unspecified constituents and, 
consequently, the formal statement might be taken to be true for some values of these constituents. 
Given a set of formal statements, K, if a subset M of K is taken to be true, it defines a system 
T = (MT, FT) whose relation set F, consists of all grammar rules and formal statements in M, 
usually T is called theory. In system T, all statements in M are true, and remaining statements in 
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with an open system, one is confronted with a much more difficult situation than when dealing 
with a closed system. Most of the conceptual difficulties in decision making and control problems 
arise from the fact that the system under consideration is open and decisions have to be made in 
the presence of uncertainties. Closed systems.we study only when we add some kind of restrictions 
to the real systems under consideration. 
4. RELATIONS BETWEEN SYSTEMS 
Given two general systems A = (MA, FA) and B = (MB, FB), they may have some kind of relations; 
for example, they may be equal, or in other words, they may be the same system, and they may 
have some other kind of relations as in mathematics, two mathematical structures may be congruent, 
similar, homeomorphic etc. 
Definition 4.1 
Suppose that A = (MA, FA) and B = (M,, FB) are systems if M, = M, and F, = Fs, then we say 
that the system A equals the system B, denoted by A = B. 
Suppose that f : M, + MB is a mapping, where A = (MA, FA) and B = (MB, F,) are systems. For 
any h E F,, define a relation f(h) on M, by substituting variables in h by the f-images of the 
corresponding variables in h; and j(FA) = (f(h): hi FA}. If f: M, + Ms is bijection, then in the 
same way f-‘(h) is defined, for any hi F,. 
Definition 4.2 
System A = (MA, FA) is similar to a system B = (MB, FB), if there exists a bijection f from M, 
onto M,, such that f(A) = (f(MJ, /(FA)) = B, denoted by A z B; and the bijection f is called 
similar mapping of A onto B, denoted by f : A -+ B. 
The similar relation “z” is an equivalence relation defined on the class of all systems, thus the 
class of all systems is divided by “2” into equivalence subclasses. 
Theorem 4.1 
Suppose that A = (MA, FA) and B = (MB,FB) are two similar systems, f: A + B is a similar 
mapping, and X = {Xi: iE n}, where n is a positive integer, is a set of non-trivial partial systems 
of A. Then the system X, is closed in X if and only if the system f(X,) is closed in Y = {f(X,): 
i E n), which is a set of non-trivial partial systems of B. 
Proof: necessity. Suppose that Xi = (Mi, Fi), for any ie n. From the hypothesis that each Xi is a 
non-trivial partial system of A, it follows that each object set Mi is not empty, so S(Mi) # 0, for 
any iEn, thus Y is a set of non-trivial partial systems of B. For each exampler G of J(X,), there 
exist finitely many equivalence relations on F,, say L, ,Lz,. . . ,L,, such that the intersection 
L,(f- l(G)) n L2(f- l(G)) n ... nL,(f- l(G)) either has empty intersection with Fi, or the restriction 
on Mi of any element of the intersection is not in Fi, for any i E n with i # 1. 
For any equivalence relation Li, where I d i d t, on FA, an equivalence relation L; on F, can 
bedefined inanatural way:(G,,G,)ELf iff(f-‘(G,),S-‘(G,))E&.Then theset n{L,f(G): 1 < i < t} 
either has empty intersection with the relation set f(Fi), or the restriction on f(Mi) of any element 
of the intersection is not in the relation set f(Fi), for any ien with i # 1. It follows from Definition 
3.2 that f(X,) is closed in Y. 
Proof: suficiency. From the hypothesis it follows that each f(Mi) is not empty, that is to say, X 
consists of non-trivial partial systems of A. For any exampler G in F,, there exist finitely many 
equivalence relations on F, = f(FJ, say L,, L,, . . . , L,, such that the set L,(f(G)) n L&f(G)) n ... 
n L,(f(G)) either has empty intersection with the relation set f(Fi) or the restriction on f(Mi) of 
any element in the intersection is not in the relation set f(Fi), for any iEn with i # 1, because 
f(G)ef(F,) and j(X,) is closed in Y. 
Notice that any equivalence relation Li on f(FA) can induce an equivalence relation L! on FA in 
a natural way: (G,, GJE Lf iff (f(G,), f(G2))eLi. Then, by a similar argument to in the proof of 
the necessity, it can be seen that the system X, is closed in X. Q.E.D. 
With a similar argument to the above, we have the following. 
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Theorem 4.2 
Let f: A + B be a similar mapping from system A onto system B, and X = {Xi: ien}, where n 
is a positive integer, is a set of some non-trivial partial systems of A, then the system X, is open 
in the set X if and only if the system f(X,) is open in the set f(X) = {S(X,): iEn}, which is a set 
of some non-trivial partial systems of B. 
Dejinition 4.3 
Suppose that A = (MA, F,) and B = (M,,F,) are two systems. If there exists a one-to-one 
mapping f from M, into M,, and f(A) is a partial system of B, then the mapping f is called 
embedding mapping, and the system A is said to be embeddable in B, and the system B is said to 
be an environment of A. 
The concept of embedding a system into another system is primarily important in the study of 
real systems, because sometimes we will consider in what kind of environment a system has some 
special properties. Intuitively speaking, for a given system we are looking for an environment. 
Theorem 4.3 
Let f : A -+ B be an embedding mapping from system A into system B. Then f embeds any partial 
system of A into B; and if X 1, X,, . . ,X, are finitely many non-trivial partial systems of A, then 
the system X, is closed (open) in {X, , X,, . . . , X,} iff the system f (X 1) is closed (open) in {f (X l)r 
f(x,),...,f(x,)l, h’ h w 1c 1s a set of finitely many non-trivial partial systems of B. 
The proof is straightforward and is omitted here. 
5. DECOMPOSITION OF SYSTEMS 
An important practical problem in the study of general systems is the possibility of decomposing 
a system into a series of “simple” systems. Mesarovic [2] proved the following result. 
Theorem 5.1 (Mesarovic) 
Suppose that X,, X,, . , X, are n given sets, S c fi Xi is an nth order system (here “nth order” 
i=l 
means that S is a relation with H variables), then S can be 
(i) decomposed into (n - 2) triadic relations {R,, R,, . . , R,_,} 
or 
(ii) decomposed into dyadic relations iff for every triadic relation obtained in (i), the following 
conditions are satisfied: 
(a) CXiRj(Xi + 1) Xi + z)l t* ((XiRjz,) A lIzjRf(x~+~~x~+~)]}; 
(b)Zj=Xi+,uXi+z. 
In the above theorem, the definition of decomposing a system R into systems R, and R2 means that 
R is the composition of the relations R, and R,; i.e. [(X, Y)ER] H {[(X,Z)E R,] A [(Z, Y)ERJJ. 
The following definition generalizes the Mesarovic’s definition of decomposition of a system. 
Dejinition 5.1 
Let A = (M, F) be a system. If there exist systems Bi = (Mi, Fi), where ien and n is a positive 
integer, such that M, = M, for all i E n, and if f l F, then there exist h E Fi, i E n, such that f equals 
a composition foOf, o...of,-, of the relations I;, and for any fiE Fi, iEn, a composition 
foof1 O”’ of,_ 1 of the relations 1) is contained in F, then the system A is said to be decomposed 
into systems {II,: ie n}. Conversely, if the above conditions are satisfied by some given systems Bi, 
iEn, then the system A is said to be a composition of the systems Bi, iEn. 
Let A = (M, F) be a system. For any f E F, let n = n(f) be the least ordinality such that f c M”, 
let n(A) = lim {n(f): f e F}, if lim {n(f): f E Fj IS a limit ordinality, and n(A) = lim {n(f): f E F} - 1, 
if lim {n(f): f E F} IS isolated ordinality. Then the ordinality n(A) is uniquely determined by the 
system A, this ordinality is called the order of the system A. 
Mesarovic’s theorem now can be rewritten as follows. 
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Theorem 5.2 (Mesarovic) 
Suppose that A = (M, F) is a system such that F = {f) is singleton and f is a subset of a finite 
power M” of M, then 
(i) A is a composition of (n - 2) systems {Bi: Bi = (Mi, Fi)} and the cardinality of each Fi is 
and 
(ii) A is a composition of systems of order 2, if, and only if, for each triadic relation Rig Fi 
obtained in (i), the following conditions are true: 
(a) CXiRj(Xi + 17 Xi + Jl - { (XiRf Zj) A CZjRf(Xi + 19 Xi + ,?)I}; 
(b) Zj = Xi+ 1 U Xi+z. 
From Mesarovic’s theorem a natural problem is posed as follows: 
Question 5.1. For a given system what are the lowest orders of the systems by which 
this system can be cornposited? 
It is easy to see that Mesarovic’s theorem only answered a very special case of Question 5.1. In 
the following we will discuss free sum of systems, which is another kind of decomposition 
(composition) of systems. 
Dejinition 5.2 
Let (Ai: Ai = (Mi, Fi), i E n} be a set of systems, where n is an ordinality, such that Mi n Mj = 0, 
/ \ 
for any i,jEn with i #j. Define @{Ai: iEn} = u Mu, U ~~ , then the system @{Ai: iEn} is called 
ien ien 
the free sum of the systems Ai, i E n. 
The concept of free sum of systems was used to construct counterexamples and to give equivalent 
conditions of similarity of systems in Ref. [S]. 
Theorem 5.3 
Let { Ai: iEn}, where n is an ordinality > I, be a set of systems, then there exists an environment 
(asystem) A, such that either each Ai is a proper partial system of A or each Ai can be embedded 
as a proper partial system in A. 
Proof. If {Ai: iEn} consists of systems with pairwise disjoint object sets, then take A = @(Ai: 
iEn). Otherwise, suppose Ai = (Mi, F,), for each iEn, and define Mi x {i} = {(m, i): me Mi}, then a 
system A: = (Mi x (i}, FT) is obtained, where FF = {the relation Son Mi x {i}: there is gE Fi such 
that f is defined by substituting the variable m in g by (m, i) in the corresponding places}. It is clear 
that Ai and A; are similar systems and (Mi x {i}) n (Mj x { j}) = 0, whenever i, je n with i # j. 
Define A = 0 {A:: i E n}, then each Ai can be embedded as a proper partial system in A. Q.E.D. 
The following theorem is an application of the concept of free sum of systems, and it shows that 
for any set of systems with cardinality of at least 2 there exists an environment such that in the 
environment each of the given systems is closed in the given set of systems. 
Theorem 5.4 
Suppose that Ai = (Mi, Fi) is a non-trivial system, for any iEn, where n is an ordinality with 
cardinality > 2. Then 
(i) there exists an environment A of Ai, for each iEn, such that the embedding image of Ai is 
closed in the set of all embedding images of AjS, for any i E n; 
and 
(ii) if there exist i and j in n such that the system Ai is a non-discrete partial system of Aj, then 
there exists an environment A, such that each A, is a partial system of A, and Aj is open 
in the set {A,: ken}. 
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Proof (i). For any iEn, define the system A: = (M,*,F:), where M: = Mi x (i} and FT = {the 
relationfon M*: there exists gEFi such that fis defined by substituting the variable m in g by 
(m,i) in the corresponding places}. Then the system Ai is similar to the system A:, for each i in, 
and the set {AT: iE n} consists of systems with pairwise disjoint object sets. Let A = @{A;: ie n}, 
then A is an environment of each Ai, ien, and there exists an equivalence relation E on 
u(F:: ie n} whose equivalence classes are of the form F:, iE n. Hence for each exampler f of the 
system A:,ECf) = FF has empty intersection with the relation set Ff of the system AT, whenever 
i # j, from Definition 3.2 it follows that A: is closed in the set {A:: ken}. 
Proof (ii). Define system A = (u{M,: kczn}, u{F,: kEn}). Then each system A, is a partial 
system of A, and Aj is open in the set {A,: kEn}. In fact, for some exampler f of the system Aj, 
and any equivalence relation L on {Fk: k E n}, the restriction on Mi off, an element in L(f), is in 
Fi, because the non-discrete system Ai is a partial system of A,. That is to say, there exists at least 
one exampler f in Aj for which an effective identification process does not exist. From Definition 
3.3 it follows that Aj is open in the set (A,: ken}. Q.E.D. 
6. REPRODUCIBILITY OF SYSTEMS 
Suppose that A = (M, F) is a system, if the object set M = X u Y is the union of two non-empty 
sets X and Y, such that for each f~ F, there exist non-zero ordinalities n and m such that 
f c X” x Y”, then the system A is called an input-output system, X is the input (stimulus) set of 
A and Y is the output (response) set. This concept of input-output systems is a generalization of 
that given by Mesarovic in Ref. [3]. In fact, let 
X = u {~:ieI,J and Y= U{l/,:iely} 
and 
where r/;., I,, I, and S were defined in Ref. [3, p.2551, and IZI denotes the cardinahty of the set Z. 
Then any input-output system defined by the definition in Ref. [3] is again an input-output system 
of the above meaning. In Ref. [13], it was shown that any input-output system A = (M, F) defined 
above can be rewritten as a system A * = (M*, F*) such that the cardinality of F* is 1 and the 
relation in F* satisfies relation (1) in Section 1, but the object set M* is much more complicated 
than M. This fact tells us again that it is necessary to generalize Mesarovic’s theory to the case 
described in this paper. 
Theorem 6.1 
Let (Ai: Ai = (Mi, Fi) and iEn), where n is an ordinality, be a set of non-discrete input-output 
systems, then there exists an input-output system A as environment for all Ai. 
Proof. Without loss of generality, assume that Mi n Mj = 0, whenever i # j. Let A be the free 
sum Of {Ai: ien ), then A is an input-output system and each Ai can be embedded in A. Q.E.D. 
Theorem 6.2 
All of the systems similar to an input-output system are input-output systems. 
The proof is straightforward and is omitted here. 
The following definition is a generalization of the concept of reproducibility of systems given by 
Mesarovic [Z], which is a concept related to the capability of systems to reproduce certain outputs. 
This concept is introduced on a topological space M, where system A = (M, F) is given. (The 
definition of reproducibility in Ref. [2, p. 193 is not right, because it is meaningless that a subset 
X c Y is dense in Y, for an abstract set Y, unless there exists a topological structure on the set Y.) 
Dejinition 6.1 
Suppose that system A = (M, F) is defined on a topological space M = X u Y, where X is the 
input set of A and Y the output set. The system A is reproducible in a subset Y, c Y, if there exists 
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a subset q, c Y, so that 
and (i) ” 
is dense in Y, 
(ii) for every yip Kd there exist a sequence {Xi}isn c X and an exampler f~ F such that 
yiEf((Xi}ien) c xd, where n is an ordinality. 
In Definition 6.1, we retain the generality of the concept of reproducibility by adding the condition 
that M is a topological space. Because in the study of real systems, in the most cases we have 
metric function on M, namely, M is a metrizable topological space. [In an important theorem, 
proved by Mesarovic in Ref. [2], from which we know how to test the reproducibility of a given 
system, we need to add several conditions which were used in the proof (see Theorem 6.4 below).] 
In the Cartesian product IT {Xi: i E S} of topological spaces Xi, i E S, we use the Tychonoff topology, 
defined as follows (or see Ref. [ 1 I, p. 1333): let Pi : n{ Xi: iE Sj -+ Xi be the projection, for any i E S, 
and the family {P,: I (U): U is open in the space Xi and ie S} of subsets of the Cartesian product 
be a subbase of the Tychonoff topology on II {Xi: iESj. 
Theorem 6.3 
Suppose that iv::>,, is a set of topological spaces, where n is an ordinality. S c II I&:.: ien}, 
X = II {v: iE I,} and Y = II { I$: ic I,}, where {I,, I,} is a partition of the set n. If for a subset 
x c Y the following conditions are true: 
(i) there exists a dense subset x, c x 
and 
(ii) for every yj~ Yrd there exists an Xj~X such that yj = S(x,); 
then in system S* = ci($“l$ {S}), S * is reproducible in the set &Pi( Y,), where @ Zi is the sum of 
ieD 
topological spaces Zi, i E D, here D is an index set. 
The above result implies that the concept of reproducibility of systems, given by Definition 6.1 
is a generalization of that given in Ref. [2,p. 191. 
Proof of Theorem 6.3. Let M = @{F,ienf, M, = @(v: iEl,j and M, = @{vi: iEly), then 
M = M, @ M,, and S* = (M, {S}), such that Mx is the input set of S* and M, is the output set; 
namely, the system S* is an input-output system defined on a topological space M. 
It is obvious that i9y Pi( Y,,) c $r Pi( Y,) is a dense subset, because from condition (i) it follows 
that Pi( Y,d) is dense in Pi( Y,), for each i E I,, and for any y’ E i$ Pi( Y,d) there exists y E Y,, such that 
Pi(y) = y’, for some iFI,. It follows from condition (ii) that there exists a sequence {xilis ,x c Mx 
such that (Xi)icIx EX and y = S({Xi}ielx), hence y’ES({Xi)islx). It follows from Definition 6.1 that 
the system S* is reproduicible in the set i$)y Pi( Y,).. Q.E.D. 
In the following theorem the meaning of reproducibility is that given by Mesarovic [2], here we 
assume that the condition that Y is a topological space is added in the definition in Ref. [Z]. 
Theorem 6.4 (Mesarovic [2, p. 191) 
Given system S = (X u Y, (T}), where M = X u Y is a topological space and X and Y are input 
and output sets of S. respectively, then S is non-reproducible in the set Y if 
(i) there exist relations R, and R, such that R, :X -+ Z, R, : Z -+ Y and T = R, OR, c X x Y 
is a closed set 
and 
(ii) the common term Z above is a subset of the space Y, = , ,$3<, yi, 
where Y= {(y,,...,~,)} is a metrizable topological space, Y = {(y,,. ..,y,)}, for any i satisfying 
I <i<n. 
If we use the Tychonoff topology on the space Y (it is a product space), the above Mesarovic 
theorem is also true when the condition that Y is metrizable is omitted. 
Question 6.1. Give a general method of testing the reproducibility of systems defined 
in Definition 6.1. 
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